GREENFIELD

Frozen PO Do Not Ship

09-November-2017
**Frozen PO : Do Not Ship**

- MSI has added a new PO Status – Frozen (Do not ship)
- When you see this status – Do Not Ship.
- System will prevent ASN from being created.

```
** PLEASE NOTE: You may have POs with status as "FROZEN". Please review and DO NOT SHIP ???**
```
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**Select Order:** C005085597

- **PO Number:** C005085597
- **Rev:** 0
- **Operating Unit:** US_100000
- **Document Type:** Standard PO
- **MSI Item:** 8505241U11
- **Description:** 854B - Freeze PO
- **Order Date:** 00-Nov-2017 00:42:34
- **Buyer:** AW YEONG, SOONG KWONG
- **Currency:** USD
- **Amount:** Frozen (Do not ship)